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Abstract

Public health crises palpably demonstrate how social determinants of health have led to disparate health outcomes. The staggering mortality rates among African Americans, Native Americans, and Latinx Americans during the COVID-19 pandemic have revealed how recalcitrant structural inequities can exacerbate disparities and render not just individuals but whole communities acutely vulnerable. While medical curricula that educate students about disparities are vital in introducing awareness, it is experience that is most likely to instill passion for change. The authors first consider the roots of health care disparities in relation to the current pandemic. Then, they examine the importance of salient learning experiences that may inspire a commitment to championing social justice. Experiences in diverse communities can imbue medical students with a desire for lifelong learning and advocacy. The authors introduce a 3-pillar framework that consists of trust building, structural competency, and cultural humility. They discuss how these pillars should underpin educational efforts to improve social determinants of health. Effecting systemic change requires passion and resolve; therefore, perseverance in such efforts is predicated on learners caring about the structural inequities in housing, education, economic stability, and neighborhoods—all of which influence the health of individuals and communities.

The COVID-19 pandemic has amplified disquieting health care disparities and inequities in the United States. Statistics have demonstrated the skewed impact, including greater mortality, that COVID-19 has had on minority communities across the country. In Michigan, 21% of the deaths from COVID-19 (by April 2021) were among African Americans, who account for only 14% of the state's residents. In Louisiana, 38% of all coronavirus-related deaths (again by April 2021) occurred among African Americans, who account for just 32% of the population. In New York City, Latinx residents had 1.4 times the mortality rate of Whites as of April 9, 2021. Early statistics were worse: coronavirus was twice as deadly for Latinx residents in New York City as of April 21, 2020, and Massachusetts General Hospital reported a 400% increase in Latinx hospital admissions relative to baseline by early April 2020. Data collected from February to July 2020 demonstrate Latinx Americans, African Americans, and American Indians/Alaska natives accounted for approximately 75% of COVID-19 deaths in persons aged less than 21, even though these groups represent only 41% of the U.S. population.

Deeply rooted structural inequities are responsible for the disproportionate harm to vulnerable individuals and communities. Social determinants of health (SDOH), such as higher poverty rates, limited transportation, crowded living conditions, and insufficient workplace protections, preclude social distancing. Furthermore, systemic racism and mistrust of health care systems have rendered minority communities acutely vulnerable to harm. An old saying in some African American communities is that “When White folks catch a cold, Black folks get pneumonia.” This maxim captures the stark economic disparities among Americans. An economic downturn that yields hardships for White Americans can be catastrophic for even middle- and upper-class Black Americans who have fewer financial buffers. This axiom can be applied to the unequal—and unconscionable—death toll from COVID-19 in minority communities.

Structural barriers in the health system, as well as disparities in the quality of health care delivered, adversely affect racial/ethnic minority groups. Elevated blood pressure, diabetes, heart disease, renal disease, and asthma are linked to severe illness and mortality with COVID-19. All of these predisposing conditions are more common among racial/ethnic minorities, owing to adverse SDOH and unequal care within health systems. Members of racial and ethnic minority groups have less access to care, receive lower quality of care, and experience worse health care outcomes. Health providers perpetuate these disparities when they are unaware of, fail to respond to, or lack the skill to understand the circumstances of at-risk patients. The COVID-19 pandemic highlights the imperative for physicians to take action within communities and health systems by advocating policies and effecting positive changes in SDOH to improve health care delivery and achieve greater equity.
Eradicating health disparities requires an approach to medical education that meets community needs, comprehensively addresses health inequities, and is accountable to all members of communities, especially the most vulnerable. Formative experiences in underserved communities afford a breadth of understanding of the culture, needs, and challenges of marginalized groups. Those experiences instill a passion for change, encourage advocacy, and teach physicians the skills to address negative health outcomes imposed by poverty, inequality, and discrimination. In this article, we describe a new framework for improving medical education that combines the 3 pillars of trust building, structural competency, and cultural humility (Figure 1).

**Trust Building**

Trust is an underused lever for improving health outcomes, and overcoming pervasive mistrust requires caring and open communication in medical education. Patients' trust in physicians influences their self-efficacy, their adherence to therapeutic regimes, and their health outcomes. At its core, medicine is about caring for people who are suffering; it is a moral enterprise grounded in a covenant of trust. Yet, Gallup poll surveys document a decline from 80% of Americans who trust health care in 1975 to just 37% in 2017—a more rapid fall than any experienced in other industries measured over 50 years. This erosion of trust may be particularly severe among those who have been disenfranchised or exploited.

The United States has a troubling history of racial injustices that engender mistrust, and medical students need to understand this history. In the 1918 flu pandemic, Jim Crow policies led to inferior care for Black patients, if any care at all, and in the Tuskegee Study of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male, hundreds of Black men remained untreated for syphilis despite penicillin's wide availability. Penicillin had become the standard of care for treating infection in 1947, yet the Tuskegee study continued until 1972. Further, the immortalized HeLa cell line was developed and used for research...
without consent from Henrietta Lacks, a young Black woman with cervical carcinoma. Most recently, the Flint water crisis became another bellwether for the lack of preparedness of public institutions to swiftly address the needs of the poor; the crisis further eroded public trust and has weighed on the psyches of individuals and communities.

Patient trust is associated with more beneficial health behaviors, higher quality of life, and greater satisfaction with treatment. Trust thus plays a particularly critical role in public health crises, when adherence to medical advice and government ordinances relies heavily on citizens’ confidence in the information provided. In the context of COVID-19, patients’ trust may influence receptiveness to lifesaving care, including ventilator care, hospital isolation, “do not resuscitate” orders, safety measures (e.g., mask wearing), and procedures such as tracheostomy. Medical students and physicians must understand that patients should not be faulted for mistrust, which is rooted in a history of exploitation, inequalities, and unconscionable research practices.

Restoring trust is a moral imperative that requires humility, respect, and solicitude. Little time is devoted in medical education to the teaching of trust, despite its centrality to the patient–physician relationship. The prevailing practices assume that medical trainees will learn how to build trust with patients on their own through trial and error and limited experience. While some trainees succeed, others can become demoralized or experience burnout when they fail. Medical education should imbue students with a deep sense of deference to patients—to their life experiences, to their beliefs and values, and to their rights.

Trust is not inherent in patient–physician interactions but can be built through meaningful dialogue that shifts the power dynamic from one of hierarchy wherein the physician has the most control to a more collaborative relationship. Physicians who have learned shared-decision-making skills can build greater respect and engagement with patients, which in turn increases dialogue and engenders mutual satisfaction and trust. While experience is likely the best teacher, standardized patient simulations can provide trainees with the opportunity to develop necessary skills for building strong rapport with their patients. Furthermore, research indicates that patient trust is built by physicians who maintain a high standard of quality and safety in the care they provide. Patient safety and quality improvement training may therefore have a role in improving trust with patients.

Importantly, trust is influenced by stereotypes, racial profiling, and implicit bias. Through implicit bias training, learners can learn to recognize and mitigate the biases that influence how they care for patients. Some institutions have found that education on racial profiling and historical mistreatment can explain reasons for patient mistrust and that case-based learning can help students to understand how trust between patients and the medical team improves outcomes and quality care. Engagement within underserved communities is one of the most effective ways to cultivate altruism and trust building skills. Forging partnerships between medical schools and communities that are often marginalized can facilitate advocacy, promote parity, and mitigate disparities. In addition, developing curricula that foster cultural humility and awareness of structural inequities is a preliminary step in diminishing the role mistrust plays in health disparities.

### Structural Competency

Medical educators, social scientists, and ethicists have increasingly recognized the importance of structural competency for understanding the social and economic forces influencing health outcomes. Whereas cultural competency emphasizes physicians’ awareness of multiple cultures, preparedness to care for diverse patients, and communication skills, structural competency addresses larger questions of systemic bias and health equity. Structural factors encompass the historical, socioeconomic, and political factors that affect the health of populations and their living conditions, food supply, infrastructure, sanitation, and life circumstances. Studies consistently show low levels of physician recognition of the ways health systems contribute to health disparities. Even among physicians who identify racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic disparities in the U.S. health system, only a minority recognize the health system disparities affecting their own patients. Structural competency provides a framework for understanding and addressing health-related aspects of social justice.

Cultivating structural competency in medical students is an important step in increasing the ranks of policy leaders who can identify and address institutionalized racial bias. For example, many policymakers were slow to recognize the latent threat to racial/ethnic minorities posed by the COVID-19–triggered Crisis Standards of Care (CSC), which codified altered health care operations during the pandemic. CSC may preferentially triage ventilators, intensive care unit beds, and other lifesaving resources for patients based on their likelihood of survival, with the utilitarian goal of directing scarce resources to patients thought most likely to benefit. The problem that arises for minorities is that when comorbidities are used in prioritization schemes, minority patients—already at increased risk of dying during the pandemic because of comorbidities linked to SDOH—may experience the double jeopardy arising from decreased access to care. A structurally competent solution might include, in recognition of the reality that SDOH differ among patients, provisions for patients of a racial minority or for patients who reside in impoverished neighborhoods.

Structural competency can also help in managing public health crises by identifying barriers to care. One study showed that documenting patient housing needs in electronic health records was associated with more consistent social interventions in patient treatment plans. Structural competency can be implemented through immersion experiences with public health experts (e.g., workshops, internships, community improvement projects) and through partnerships between medical school and public health faculty. Schulz and colleagues’ recent public health perspective suggests strategic actions that health practitioners can take to effect changes within occupational settings (e.g., promoting policies that increase access to protective equipment, paid sick leave), housing (e.g., supporting efforts to extend moratoriums on evictions and to increase access to rental assistance), and the built environment (e.g., taking actions to ensure access to clean water and air).
These actions will not only relieve some of the immediate effects of the pandemic but also enhance long-term health equity.

Through public health and experiential learning, students discover the importance of authentic and humble engagement with community members, of advocacy to effect policy change, and of the application of scientific evidence and rigorous evaluation to influence policy. This cross-pollination (among public health, medical education, and experiential learning) may change how medical education is experienced and how students care for their patients and communities once they become practicing physicians. While relatively few curricula emphasizing structural factors have been implemented, such approaches hold promise for improving the care of patients and communities experiencing disparities. Recent publications have demonstrated the need for further implementation and evaluation of such curricula. A nuanced understanding of structural inequality can empower leaders in health care to create changes in systems, and such change is most likely to be successful if interventions reflect the lens of cultural humility.

Cultural Humility

Education in patients’ cultures improves objective health outcomes, perceived quality of health care, satisfaction with health care, and adherence to treatment and advice. Most educational efforts focus on cultural competency and on combinations of several defining attributes such as knowledge, skills, awareness, understanding, and sensitivity. “Cultural competency” remains the most widely used term, and efforts in this arena are laudable, yet recognizing the pitfalls of cultural competence is important. Cultural competence suggests there is an achievable mastery of a finite body of knowledge. Whereas cultural competence implies an endpoint, cultural humility is an ongoing process of introspection and reflection, continually being aware of how social inequities present barriers to care and of the need to strive for parity in the physician–patient relationship.

Cultural competency and humility are promising approaches to illuminating the underlying challenges affecting members of racial and ethnic minority groups and to working toward the ultimate goal of alleviating these racial and ethnic disparities. The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and the Liaison Committee on Medical Education endorse curricula in cultural competency and humility to increase awareness; reduce bias; and provide safe, high-quality care to diverse patients. The attributes and skills of cultural competency and humility are urgently needed to understand the needs of and care for the populations at risk from public health crises, such as COVID-19.

Approaches to clinical training in cultural competency and humility vary in content, pedagogy, timing, and methods of learner assessment and program evaluation. Studies suggest that medical students are inadequately prepared for delivering culturally effective care. Among Harvard medical students, for example, fewer than half the students in their final year felt sufficiently prepared on 8 out of 11 preparedness items (e.g., caring for patients with health beliefs at odds with Western medicine, patients with religious beliefs that might affect treatment, patients who use alternative or complementary medicines). Likewise, fewer than half of these students felt sufficiently skilled on 5 out of 10 skillfulness items (e.g., assessing English proficiency, identifying relevant cultural and religious beliefs, counseling patients about their use of complementary medicine). Lack of experience caring for diverse patients was cited as the greatest barrier, a finding that underscores the importance of first-hand experience in caring for patients in diverse communities. Such experiences help learners grasp SDOH and understand the pervasiveness of racial inequality.

Cultural humility is likely a better goal than cultural competency; it focuses on experiential learning to help reduce hierarchical relationships, promote understanding, and improve health outcomes. While an increase in cultural knowledge of health beliefs is critical, an isolated increase in knowledge without a consequent change in attitudes and behavior is of little value. Training in cultural humility avoids conferring a sense of cultural expertise or completion. Cultural humility training can help trainees learn to identify and mitigate the effects of their personal biases, and it cultivates awareness of the perspectives of others. A few pedagogical approaches have met with success: small-group discussions, personal journals, meeting with positive professional role models from cultural groups, and videotaping interactions and receiving feedback.

A key component of cultural training includes learning cross-cultural skills related to patient–physician dialogue. Cultural humility creates an atmosphere that actively invites the patient’s contributions and that values the patient’s experience and perspective jointly with physician expertise. Humility in dialogue allows for collaborative physician–patient decision making during times of crisis since it diminishes power differentials and builds trust. Educators can teach communication skills that embrace humility through small groups, videos, and work with standardized patients. Experiences in the community and with community members also lead to effective lessons on cultural humility and on advocating for changes to mitigate health disparities. Cultural humility and experiential learning improve medical students’ awareness of health inequity and may instill within them a passion to become leaders who respond to health care disparities, mistrust, and structural injustices throughout their future careers.

Conclusion

Medical schools should embody the ideals of the medical profession, and they provide the setting where many physicians’ attitudes and beliefs form and mature. The 3 pillars of trust building, structural competency, and cultural humility form the foundation for addressing health care disparities arising from poverty, structural racism, and other social injustices. Understanding the history of racism and mistrust is necessary to contextualize the formidable challenges of the present and to prevent future injustice. Training learners to address implicit bias and build respectful relationships with patients is a preliminary step in assuaging the deep ambivalence and mistrust many
patients and members of marginalized communities feel. Structural competency, which is critical for identifying and rectifying systemic inequities, can be achieved through strategic partnerships involving medical schools, public health faculty, and communities. Cultural humility, given its emphasis on lifelong learning and continuous self-reflection, promotes understanding and agency in mitigating SDOH.

Experiential learning and active engagement with diverse communities are the cornerstones of rectifying disparities. It is only through first-hand experiences that learners can maximally broaden their perspective and share in the lives of patients. These powerful experiences can inspire students to learn more, to understand more, and to do more as they rise to meet the challenge of countering injustice. All physicians see their patients through the lens of their own biases, and perhaps the hard lessons of the COVID-19 pandemic will inspire each of us to address these personal prejudices, to build trusting partnerships with patients, and to strive for true parity in care. As we work in the years to come to clear the rubble of the COVID-19 pandemic, we will look back on this time as a defining moment of moral reckoning. How we respond to the pandemic and to the inequalities that it has uncovered will say much about who we are and what we stand for as educators.
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